
Fire Hamasaki 

For several years inside the SFPD and now outside, I have watched Commissioner 
Hamasaki become more and more embolden by the failed leadership of former Police 
Commission President Hirsch and now Vice President Taylor. Hamasaki has no moral 
underpinnings let alone any sense of decorum. The catalyst for this letter and the 
attachments are the two tweets by Commissioner Hamasaki on September 13, 2020. As 
a police commissioner, Hamasaki cannot find it in himself to calm tensions, wish the 
deputies and their colleagues well or even stay silent. 

Instead, Hamasaki fans the flames of hate with tweets that deflect from a violent, racist 
hate group that can be directly linked to violence against law enforcement and that the 
Los Angeles Sheriff's office is lying about arresting a journalist. 

As you will read in the following documents, Hamasaki proves himself an epic racist and 
has nothing except animus towards law enforcement in general. He is an ignorant 
ideologue whose arrogance has ended his own reign of hate on the commission. 

etibutionHat ''p.i hh 
The relationship between the sheriffs and the community in Compton has 
been explosive for decades. Attributing this despicable ambush to very 
recent national upheavals is pure propaganda. 

LASD 'Executioners': Compton mayor says deputies have 'terrorized t... 
Compton's mayor and city activists shared stories of mistreatment by 
sheriff's deputies as they called for an investigation into a rogue 
9abc7.com 
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The implication is clear. . . these deputies deserved to be 
assassinated because of past incidents of police misconduct. 
There is no other explanation for Hamasaki's retweet than to 

show he can justify this vile act. 



Fire Hamasaki 

John Hamasaki 
(Ht 

LASD just boldly lies even when it doesn't matter. 
Don't believe their lies that she wasn't singled out 
for being a journalist. 

LA County Sheriffs cLtSfli 10 

(3/3) The female adult, who was later identified as a member 
of the press, did not identify herself as press and later 
admitted she did not have proper press credentials on her 
person. Both individuals have been arrested for 148 P.C. 

Show this thread 
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Hamasaki tweets that LASO lies with no information 
except for his echo chamber opinion. He had no 

time to wish the deputies well because attacking is 
all he can do. 



Fire Harnasaki 

Multiple officers have been either wounded or killed over the span of attached Iweets, 

but not once has Hamasaki tweeted anything that could be viewed as empathy for 

victims or commendation against the attacks. 

Pretend inferiority and encourage his arrogance. 

- Sun Tzu 

CC: SF City Whistleblower 

SF Ethics Commission 

California Bar 



The most astonishing movement with the San Francisco Police Department has been the 
overtly political involvement of the San Francisco Police Commission in every aspect of the 
SFPD. Law Enforcement needs oversight and direction, but organizations also need to 
produce, train, implement and review policies from a professional, best practices perspective 
without a myopic, anti-police point of view. A review of membership on most working groups 
and committees and you will see the same anti-police groups if not the same individuals- The 
community is not involved because lawyers and activists have used their political connections 
to keep the public out of the efforts in police improvement. 

The descent into subjective review of policies and officer actions was initiated by Suzy Loftus 
and accelerated by Commissioner Hirschs feckless leadership. This strain of anti-police bias 
has now become ingrained within the Police Commission even with overwhelming evidence 
that progress has been made. 

The Police Commission must be beyond reproach when it comes to their role in adjudicating 
discipline cases. Several Commissioners have made eyebrow raising comments out of spite, 
politics and clear ignorance of the reality of law enforcement's day to day interactions with the 
community. One member of the Police Commission has run roughshod over all decorum or 
professionalism that should exist on the Commission. Luckily, Commissioner Hamasaki has 
broadcast his racism and contempt for members of SFPD and law enforcement as a whole on 
his Twitter account for all to read. 

Commissioner Hamasaki is a biased, arrogant person who attends Commission meetings 
while being ill prepared and possibly not of right mind. His arrogance comes from his lack of 
intellectual capacity to see weaknesses in his views and stances and defending them with ad 
hominem attacks. Arrogant people belittle others in order to obfuscate their own ignorance and 
insecurities. Hamasaki should be immediately removed from the Commission for his 
overtly racist views and his lack of tempered judgment in all things involving incidents 
that cross over racial lines or butts against his ideology. As a judge listening to and taking 
in evidence, Hamasaki cannot even masquerade as being impartial. 

In the past several years, officers have been released, terminated and suspended for less than 
what will be provided below and directly attributable to Commissioner Hamasaki 

First, Commissioner Hamasaki has posted and affirmed the use of racial epitaphs on his twitter 
feed. Commissioner Hamasaki's tweets are attached and below is a list with dates that 
Commissioner Hamasaki posted the items. The purpose of this list is to show that is two fold. 
First, Hamasaki cannot review and any case of bias due to his use of epitaphs. Second, the 
tweets show he does not have the temperament to review a case in a fair and impartial 
manner putting officers and the Department in jeopardy. 

August 9, 2018: Commissioner Hamasaki retweeted a post that included 
"@NxxxaTheory" in it. (Deleted from Account) 

July 25, 2019: Commissioner Hamasaki retweeted a post that included "Bitch Ass 
Nxxxas" in it. (1 of 2) 



July 25, 2019: Commissioner Hamasaki retweeted a post that included *Bitch  Ass 
Nxxxas" in it. (2 of 2) 

December 17, 2019: Commissioner Hamasaki retweeted a post that inckd 
"@NxxxaTheory" in regards the "MotherFucker Awards" The same 
hash tag Hamasaki deleted earlier. 

May 7, 2020: Commissioner Hamasaki retweeted a post that included 
"@NxxxaTheory" in it. The same hash tag Hamasaki deleted 
earlier. 

Commissioner Hamasaki retweeting these posts gives him ownership of the firiessage and he 
embraces the language. Ironically, one tweet shows he followed a discussion on who can 
actually use the n-word. It appears he believes he can with impunity. Also, a review of past 
publicly available bias cases will show that an officer does not need to be the author to be 
disciplined and using a word regardless of contrition or context cannot save an officer from 
discipline - even termination. Either Commission Hamasaki reigns with contrition or the 
Commission expels him for his racism. 

Commissioner Hamasaki is a rabid race baiter and believes that white supremacists are 
behind every corner and secreted into the SFPD. Based on his repetitive tweets, it is 
abundantly clear that an officer cannot receive an unbiased review of their actions if the case 
involves a non-white individual and Commissioner Hamasaki is involved. 

The following tweets show that no matter the topic, be it political, business or news, racism is 
to be blamed. 

News/Politics 

January 31, 2018: In response to a tweet by Carla Marinucci (reporter) about Peter 
Thiel. Hamasaki believes that Thiel holds white nationalist views 
and associates with white nationalists based on his feeling that 
parts of California appear to be similar to a failed state. 

September 6, 2018: NY Times writes that the NAACP wrote report critical of Justice 
Kavanaugh in regards to race and his rulings. Hamasaki tweets 
Kavanaugh's "judicial philosophy" is aligned with the "alt-right" 
which is a euphemism for racist. In a response to a comment to his 
tweet, Hamasaki adds, "the country club gop doesn't really bum 
crosses on your lawn." Hamasaki believes that all of the 
Republicans are racist. 

September 16, 2018: Hamasaki gets in a debate about Justice Kavanaugh and the word 
"or" versus "and" in regards to rape and lying. With no evidence 



other than an alleged victim's testimony, what chance does an 
officer have if Hamasaki is your judge? It is amazing that this 
thought process is lost on an alleged defense attorney. 

October 18, 2018: Above the Law article about Asian-American lawsuit against 
Harvard's affirmative action program is on behalf of "Mediocre 
White People." Hamasaki believes that whites drive any argument 
against race-based criteria. Ironically, he believes that the whites 
that file lawsuits manipulated Asians that hold this same view. 

October 18, 2018: Hamasaki posts to same article, but doubles down on the even 
more inflammatory title, which changed to "If white supremacists 
cared about Asian-American students..." Hamasaki believes that 
any argument against race-based criteria is driven by white 
supremacists. 

October 28, 2018: Hamasaki states that being a Republican for "fiscal conservatism" 
is no different from being in the "KKK" for a discount on linens. 

January 20, 2019: Covington HS student says that accounts that he is racist are 
"Outright Lies" - Hamasaki tweets the innocent student ShrJu!d 5ra 
the PR firm dismissing any defense by the student out of hand. The 
descriptions of the student were inaccurate and rebutted by video 
and other evidence. Nicholas Sandrnann and other members of the 
group received settlements for defamation. 

February 19, 2019: Nikki Haley (former UN Ambassador) commented on the Jussie 
Smollet and the need to hold him accountable for a false report of a 
crime. Hamasaki's response, "Non-white, white supremacists are 
just the worst." Smollet would have violated the future CAREN 
legislation which is lost on a Ken like Hamasaki. 

March 28, 2019: Rahm Emanuel and David Axelrod both "embrace white 
supremacist ta[l]king points in the Jussie Smollet case.. -" The fact 
that anyone could have questions about this fake crime cannot be 
tolerated. Hamasaki would have been an excellent arbiter of who 
was a witch in Salem. 

April 16, 2019: NY Times writes an article stating that some Democrats may find it 
hard to defend lihan Omar and her anti-Semitic remarks. Hamasaki 
tweets, "Correction: For white supremacist D[d]emocrats" 

April 16,2019- In response to lihan Omar being attacked on twitter, Hamasaki 
caterwauls, "Protect @llhanMN at all costs!" Her Anti-semitism and 
her dog whistles be damned. Is Hamasaki an anti-semite? Using 
his broad brush on himself, it is most likely. 



May 11, 2019 Harvard Law is an embarrassment. A law professor that decided to 
defend Harvey Weinstein was barred from the faculty for his 
advocacy. Hamasaki also points to Alan Dershowitz in the tweet. 
Hamasaki believes that some defendants should not get an 
attorney for representation. Hamasaki is an embarrassment to the 
bar if that is even possible. 

December 30,2019: Hamasaki labels Michael Bloomberg as an aging racist" in regards 
to his thoughts about the evidence in the Central Park Five. 

January 20, 2020: Hamasaki retweets a Cardi B tweet that threatens to "dog wall( 
Tomi Lahren for objecting to an earlier Cardi B tweet. The 
UrbanDictionary defines dog walk as, "When you're beating 
someone's ass and you're dragging them as if you were walking a 
dog." The retweet is an affirmation of violence against another 
individual. 

February 12, 2020: Larry Ellison hosts a fund raiser for President Trump and Hamasaki 
declares the reason the Oracle convention left San Francisco is 
because Ellison is a white supremacist. 

February 23, 2020: In response to a question if anyone is watching Homeland (TV 
show), Hamasaki tweets, "Checks mirror. Not racist, so no." 

April 19. 2020: "Fuck Joe Biden and his racist campaign." He adds that Biden is an 
"old segregationist" in the tweet. The animosity and unbridled hate 
of anyone that does not ding to Harnasaki's views is a borderline 
mental health issue. 

May 17, 2020: Commissioner Hamasaki revels in the death of Canadian Air Force 
Captain Jennifer Casey. While conducting a flyover to honor first 
responders and health workers, her plane crashed 

As shown above there is no room for disagreement and if a person dares to disagree on an 
issue, Hamasaki labels the position as racist, white supremacist or the person is a collaborator. 
If you are in the military it is to be cheered if you die. The scary part is that these views are so 
ingrained in any type of situation he examines; no one can feel good about his intake of 
contradictory evidence that he would review in their case. 



Criminal Justice 

December 29, 2016: In a tweet to a question on searches, Hamasaki states that police 
lie about consent searches. Holding this out as fact bars him from 
4th amendment cases subject to review. 

October 27, 2019: A mother, also a prosecutor, makes a joke about a child not telling 
the truth to her. Hamasaki says she at least admits to locking 
people up in "cages" to make money. How can you be fair to 
officers, when you have no objective sense of the criminal justice 
system? 

January 18, 2020: In replying to an article about bail agencies raising money for a 
ballot initiative, Hamasaki states, "This is literally the war of 
Northern Aggression to the bail industry." The message is clear that 
the bail industry's motivation is slavery. 

March 30, 2020: The Criminal Justice system is the replacement for slavery and 
segregation. Any officer working in SFPD cannot be judged fairly 
when this view is so extreme and held by a Commissioner. This 
view should disqualify Hamasaki in and of itself. 

April 2, 2020: Refers to Tekeshi 61x9n1ne as a "snitch." The fact that a defendant 
viouid cooperate earns scorn. Informants and codefendants solve 
some crimes including violent ones, but violation of THUG life is a 
sin for Hamasaki. 

April 18, 2020: "Nice that she took off her white hood for the photo." Ajudge ruled 
to deny motions by inmates to be released from jail during the 
pandemic. Hamasaki believes that this judge is a member of the 
Klan for a decision he disagrees with. 

May 6, 2020: Hamasaki approves of Oakland Chief being fired under the guise 
that she did not support police reform. This should give pause to 
those offering professional opinions to move the SFPD forward if 
they contradict Hamasaki and his anti-police constituency. He did 
in fact threaten Chief Scott's job during Police Commission 
meeting. 

Hamasaki believes social media posts should lead to termination and in this case they should. 
On his Twitter page, he openly states he is a Police Commissioner and these are his views. 
One capture shows that he was at a meeting while posting. Several other dates confirm he 
tweets during meeting hours 

The above tweets by Hamasaki leave little doubt thaic he is unfit to be a San Francisco Police 
Commissioner. If he is not removed for his vile beliefs and myopic views, no officer in SFPD 



will receive a fair hearing and the entire Commission will be looked upon as nothing more than 
a political body wiling to deny due process and fairness to SFPD members to save a fellow 
traveler Will Commissioners be as accountable as the officers they sit in judgment of? 

I am glad to have left the SFPD relatively unscathed, but I am happy that I can now help 
current SFPD officers and not fear retalaton from the Commission. 



@HamasakiLaw Tweets 

U John Hamasaki Retweeted 

Erik Nielson @ErikNielson - Aug 9 

l just wrote this for 1nytimes. I would like tothank and 

K!JerMKe for letting me bounce Ideas, even if this doesn't reflect their views. 
Two people more brilliant than I. 

Opinion j It We Silence Hate Speech, Will We Silence Resistance? 
Hate" is a dangerously elastic label. And it has long been used to 

demonize unpopular expression, particularly among people of color. 
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U John Hamasaki Retweeted .Drakeo The Ruler @Iam. Jul 25,2019 

FOR ALL U BITCH ASS NIGGAS THAT THOUGHT I 
WAS GON LOSE, I WON BITCH J ' 

Q 118 fl, 51K 9.8K 
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ti John Hamasaki Retweeted 

#MrEVERYTHING wlarnMPMOFI.V Jut 2 

FOR ALL U BITCH ASS NIGGAS THAT THOUGHT I WAS GON LOSE, I WON 

BITCH 

Q 126 iL 5.4K ) 10K 

HAMASAKI N-WORD - RETWEETED FROM #MREVERYTHING 

tL John 1 larnasAi 

A Emily Galvin-Almanza @GalviriAlmanza Dec 17, 2019 

o The Motherfucker Awards (mothrfckrawards Dec 9, 2019 

Criminal Justice Attorney @NiggaTheory presents Spirit Award 'for 
outstanding efforts to break the human spirit" to @GEOGroup at 2nd 
Annual Motherfucker Awards. #prisonreform @SentencingProj 

) 6 

HAMASAKI N-WORD 
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t John Hamasaki Retweeted 

G, 

Kate Chatfield @ChatfieldKate May 7 
Today! 

2:45 PT/5:45 ET. 

The Briefing theappeaI and @nowthisnews 

Join @chesaboudin and @SandraLeeFewer's conversation with 
@Niggalheory on San Francisco's historic decarcerative efforts. 

PLi[.I SAN FRANCISCO API ELI] 
CLOSES A JAIL ED 

% Seed Few 
lady A.nwur 
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LIVE THURSDAY MAY 7 AT 245 PT /5: 45 PM ET In AppeaN s VCztheappeal 
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HAMASAKI N-WORD 

L'I John Harnasaki Retweeted 

Marc Lamont Hill  
@marclamonthilt 

My thoughts on the n-word. 

2:05 PM May 18, 2020 Twitter for Phone 

HAMASAKI GETS THE PASS? 



@HamasakiLaw Tweets 

, Ali Winston @awinston Jan 31, 2018 

\ /1 Torches & Pitchforks, East Bay?? 

Carla MarinucciO @cmarinucci Jan 31, 2018 

More @peterThiel on CA: "Even in the state of California, which is close 
to bankrupt as a state... it's amazing there is an incredible tech thing 
going on in Silicon Valley.. (but) if you go East across the Dumbarton 
bridge, you're basically in this failing state...." @Hooverinst 
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John Hamasaki @HamasakiLaw . Jan 31, 2018 

If the Bay Area ever wanted to seriously challenge white supremacy, we'd 
ignore Milo and other powerless clowns and march on Silicon Valley. 

SILICON VALLEY IS THE HEART OF THE WHITE SUPREMACY MOVEMENT 

r . 

Kim-Mai Cutler O @kimmaicutler• Jan 31, 2018 

What's wrong with Fremont and Union City? 

,' Carla Marinucci 0 @cmarinucci Jan 31, 2018 

More @PeterThiel on CA: "Even in the state of California, which is close 
to bankrupt as a state... it's amazing there is an incredible tech thing 
going on in Silicon Valley.. (but) if you go East across the Dumbarton 
bridge, you're basically in this failing state...." @Hoovertnst 
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John Hamasaki @HamasakiLaw Jar 31, 2018 

It's not that @peterthiel is a white nationalist, he just hangs out with them 
and shares similar views. 

c) U Q 4 Ut 

POLITICAL OBSERVATIONS THAT CONFLICT WITH YOUR WORLD VIEW CAN ONLY 
COME FROM A PLACE OF RACISM AND OPPRESSION 



@HamasakiLaw Tweets 

John Hamasaki Follow 

He may have the country club republican 
pedigree, but his judicial philosophy is more 
aligned with trump and the aft-right 
blogosphere. 

The New York Times 0 
in a critical report, the NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund opposes Judge 
Brett Kavanaugh's appointment to the Supreme Court because of his rulings on 
matters of racial and economic equality nyi.ms/2wP9Wmw 

#tacorevolutionary JustEik Sep 

1-lamasakiLaw 

are either of those acceptable at this point? is there even a difference? 

0   

John Hamasaki  

Nope I mean the country club gop doesn't really burn crosses on your lawn 

THE ONLY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN JUSTICE KAVANAUGH AND THE KICK IS THAT 
KAVANAUGH DOES NOT BURN CROSSES ON YOUR LAWN, BUT NOTHING ELSE IS 

DISTINGUISHABLE. 



@HamasakiLaw Tweets 

All N SuperDuperMissileHat @Popehat . Sep 16, 2018 

Either attempted rape or repeatedly lying about it are permanently 
disqualifying. That's not the same as saying "I believe it to be true." I 
believe it requires more inquiry. 

And spare me the "but he was 17/drunk." Get that shit out of here. 

9 126 U 857 Qj 5.5K 

John Hamasaki @HamasakiLaw Sep 16, 2018 

I think it would be "and" repeatedly lying about it, no? If there was no 
attempted rape, Kavanaugh wouldn't have to repeatedly lie about it. 

Q U 9 LTJ 

IT'S ALARMING THAT A CRIMINAL DEFENSE ATTORNEY WOULD CONCLUDE JUSTICE 
KAVANAUGH COMMITTED AN ATTEMPTED SEXUAL ASSAULT AND THEN LIED ABOUT IT 

WITH LITERALLY NO EVIDENCE 

John Hamasaki @HamasakiL... . Oct 18,2018 " 

Asian-American Affirt Attio Lwst Agarst 
Harvard Has Always Been On Behalf Of Mediocre 

hitte PeoipI1e 

Asian-American Affirmative-Action 
Lawsuit Against Harvard Has Aiwa... 

'WORK 00 abovethelaw.com 
- 

EN It 

EVEN WHEN ASIAN APPLICANTS SUE, WHITES ARE BEHIND IT. 



@HamasakiLaw Tweets 

0
 John Hamasaki @HamasakiLaw 18 Oct 208 
Asian-American Affirmative-Action Lawsuit Against Harvard Has Always Been 
On Behalf Of Mediocre White People 

Asian-American Affirmative-Action Lawsuit Against. 

- If white supremacists cared about Asian-American, 
students, they'd be fhtingtold Hasidocountat 
in Bke, not destroy it. 

OR K 

IW 

WHITE SUPREMACISTS ARE BEHIND THE LAWSUIT AGAINST HARVARD 

() 

John Hamasak 

At this point claiming you are a republican 
just for the fiscal conservatism is like saying 
you're just in the KKK for the discount on 

10:48 AM -28 Oct 2018 

6 Likes •) ss 
6 

ALL MEMBERS OF THE PARTY ARE KLAN MEMBERS 
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0  Jo,n i4rnasi rfflffhrnasakfEaw 
Are ycuic dadci's PH. Arm nbcnews.comewsJusnews/y.. via 4NBCNews 

Young man in D.C. march video deno nt ctdn, igft Wes-,' abowt,  Win 

The young man, Nick Sandmann, said  tv Tespacted all and -was tiyi n-.9 

to defuse the incident at Fridays Indigenous. Peoples March. 

FACTS, WITNESSES AND INNOCENT UNTIL PROVEN GUILTY IN CASES INVOLViNG RACE DO 
NOT MATTER TO HAMASAKI. HEY JOHN -2 SETTLEMENTS WITH 6 TO GO 

CALL HAMASAKI LAW FOR A CASE RENEW 

$ josie duffy rice @jduffyrice Feb 19, 2019 

.why is she here 

Nikki Haley 0 @NikkiHaley Feb 19, 2019 

Thoughts on Jussie SmoUett case: He must be held accountable iin the 
strictest way. He must repay resources used to investigate and serve 
time for the division he caused. The media should be the most . 

outraged. He played all of them for fools., He krnew they would cover it. 
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John I4amasaki @HamasakLaw• Feb 19, 2019 
Nbn-white, wfil swpremacIss; are just the worst. 

IF YOU DISAGREE WITH HAMASAKI AND HIS VIEWS IT IS BECAUSE YOU ARE A WHITE 
SUPREMACIST OR A SYMPATHIZER 



@HamasakiLaw Tweets 

John Hamasaki HamasakiLaw Apr 16, 2019 
L Correction: For white supremacist democrats... 

For Democrats, 11han Omar Is a Complicated Figure to Defend 
After President Trump attacked the Ifteshman Democrat from 
Minnesota on Twitter, Democrats pushed back. But they are choosin... 
9 nytimes.com 

0 U 
ANY LEGITIMATE DISAGREEMENT REVERTS TO RACISM AND WHITE SUPREMACY EVEN WHEN 

THE ISSUE IS ANTI-SEMITISM 

0
 John Hamasaki @Hamasak.L.aw 4h 
Protect cflhanMN at all costs! ULILBTHEBASEDGOD #S1andWthiIhanOmar 

0 

tT John Hmasaki Retweeted 

UponMSNBCøUPOflMSNBC 11 . 7 

UP IYMI here's @EIieNYC reaction to Trump's tweets east night attacking 
tIhanMN #upper.s 

DEFEND AN ANTI-SEMITE NO MATrER WHAt IRONIC THAT HE BELIEVES NIKKI HALEY IS A 
WHITE SUPREMACIST, BUT HIS STANCE IN DEFENDING AN ANTI-SEMITE AT ALL COSTS DOES 

NOT MAKE HIM AN ANTI-SEMITE. 



@HamasakiLaw Tweets 

John Iatnasak @HamasakiLaw Dec 31, 2019 

i-r 
Agirt racist remembetis the good old days. 

0 CBS News @CBSNews Dec 30, 2019 

CBS News asks @MikeBloomberg about his prior support for how NYC 
handled the Central Park Five case: "There was an awful lot of 
evidence presented at that time that they were involved. There's been 
questions since then about the quality of that evidence?' 
cbsn.ws/39oXTi8 

2 

EXAMINATION OF ISSUES FROM THE PAST MEAN YOU ARE A RACIST BECAUSE WHAT IS 
KNOWN NOW IS ALL THAT MATTERS. 



U John Haniasaki Retweeted 

iamcardib 0 @iarncardib• Jan 20 

Leave me alone I will dog walk you. 

Tomi Lahren 0 @TomiLahren 

Looks like @iamcardib is the latest genius 
political mind to endorse the Democrats. 
HA! Keep it up, guys! #MAGA2020 

U 196.9K 7 848.4K  LL 

HAMASAKI RE1WEEI1NG A THREAT OF VIOLENCE FROM A TWITTER DEBATE. CELEBRATING 
POLITICAL VIOLENCE INSTEAD OF A DISCUSSION. 

 

URbar 
DICTD NARY 

   

JAN 22 

(verb) 

When you're heating someone's ass and you>re 

dragging them as if you rew.mga dog. 

"Ima dog walk yo ass if you keep talkin shit!" 

"He got dog walked in that fight last night." 

by babymeg April 16, 2018 

DOG WALK DEFINITION 
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John Hamasaki @HamasakiLaw Feb 12 
At least we know why the Oracle convention left San 
Francisco. Not the most friendly turf for white 
supremacists. 

Lair) Ellison is doing an unthinkable thing for a 
tech titan: Hosting a fundraiser for Donald Trump 

' VUX.COt 

THE DECISION CLEARLY HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH COSTS, SQUALOR, NEEDLES, 
RAMPANT PROPERTY CRIME, ETC... 

O yasharAli @yashar• Feb 23 
Has anyone watched the new season of Hmend? 

9 179 tTL 1 9  41-1 

71 John Hamasaki @HamasakiLaw• Feb 23 
Checks mirror. Not racist, so no. 

EVEN POPULAR CULTURE GETS THE JAUNDICE EYE OF RACISM 

Jbw!1Hmasaki @HamasakiLaw . Apr 19 

rJ !ij.'  BJ}kc iitJ. bia etif 'rmpaign. Not sure why we expected an old 
segregationist to change, eh @SenKamalaHarris? 

HAMASAKI AS OPRAH: HE'S A RACIST - SHE'S A RACIST - THEY ARE RACISTS 
EVERYONE (EXCEPT WHO I DECREE) IS A RACIST - THE BEST PART - HAMASAKI WILL VOTE 

FOR A RACIST AND A FORMER PROSECUTOR IN NOVEMBER 2020! 



@HamasakLaw Tweets 

John Hamasaki 

A fine idea come to a tine conclusion. 
nbcnewscom/news/wor id/can... via @nbcnews 

Canadian Air Force jet celebrating coronavirus iilto home. 
The flight was part ot "Upth aiioii Inspiration," a i i~,tOi \,Vid sio did è& 

saluting first responders and other essential workers. 
6> nbcnews.com 

7:02 PM . May 17, 2020 Twitter for iPhone 

HAMASAKI REVELING IN THE DEATH OF CAPT. JENNIFER CASEY OF THE CANADIAN AIR 
FORCE - ALTHOUGH NOT A POLICE OFFICER EVERYONE IN SFPD FEELS THE HATE HE 

GIVES. 



@HamasakiLaw Tweets 

John Hamasaki @HamasakiLaw Dec 29, 2016 

Police also claim consent for searches where none was given. So I'm not 
sure how often people actually consent. 

' Orin Kerr @OrinKerr Dec 29, 2016 

Criminal suspects often consent to police searches of their homes or 
cars. I wonder how often they consent to searches of their phones? 

U '7 
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HAMASAKI STARTS FROM A PLACE OF BIAS IN REGARDS TO CONSENT SEARCHES 

J fl nasaki @HamasakiLaw Nov 8, 2018 

pla-ti-kazib ct derzvapes vsn't done to 'support law enforcement" 
as @ktbenner argues, it was to protect criminals and white supremacists. 
nytLms/2yYKGvt 

Q U c') (11 1 

THE THEME OF HAMASAKI: WHITE SUPREMACISTS. ONE NEED ONLY TO LOOK AT OAKLAND 
PD AND SEE THAT AN UNELECTED INDIVIDUAL CAN RUN A POLICE DEPARTMENT AND 
NEVER BE REMOVED EVEN IF THERE ARE CONTINUED FAILURES UNDER HIS WATCH. 

John Hamasaki @HamasakiLaw Oct 27, 2019 
- At least she is honest about what she did as a prosecutor - lock people in 

cages to make money. 

j Joyce Alene 0 @JoyceWhiteVance Oct 27, 2019 

Replying to @NBlancey 

Yes. Prosecutorial training made it tough on my kids during the 
teenage years. Favorite overheard older brother to younger brother 
comment: "why would you try to lie to a woman who puts people in jail 
for a living?" 

Q U c) 3 1 11 

FIAMASAKI BELIEVES THAT THERE IS NO HONOR IN BEING A PROSECUTOR AND 
PROTECTING THE VULNERABLE IN THE COMMUNITY IS NOTHING MORE THAN LOCKING 

PEOPLE IN "CAGES." 



0  John Hamasaki @HamasakiLaw Jan 18 
This is literally the War of Northern Aggression 
to the bail industry. 

Kim-Mai Cutler 0 @kirnrnaicutler 

Bail agencies raise money to put an 
initiative on the ballot to prevent bail reform 
in California. 
twitter.com/latimes/status... 

ii' C) LrJ 

ADVOCATING FOR A BAIL SYSTEM IS TANTAMOUNT TO THE CIVIL WAR AND ADVOCATING 
FOR SLAVERY 

I John Hamasaki 
@1 lam;_)sakiLavv 

Our criminal justice 
after slavery and 
TodáV we caii feer: fliatiusioWi!tnffhepro-sealLtt&s hcJli1lIflç 

it 

ravages the country. 

5:08 PM Mar 30, 2020 Twitter Web App 

2 Retweets 3 Likes 

IF YOU ARE IN LAW ENFORCEMENT AND ARE IN FRONT OF HAMASAKI HOW DO 
YOU RECEIVE A FAIR, IMPARTIAL HEARING? 



John Hamasaki @HamasakiLaw Apr 2 
Snitches get riches. pitchfork.com/news/tekashi-6... via @pitchfork 

 

Tekashi 6ix91ne Granted Early Prison Release Due to Coronavirus Con... 
The rapper will serve the rest of his term from home confinement 
because of his asthma 

(9pitchfork.com 

EVERYONE WHO IS AGAINST RELEASE DURING COVID IS RACIST EXCEPT IF YOU 
ARE AGAINST THE RELEASE OF SOMEONE THAT TESTIFIED AGAINST A CO-

 

DEFENDANT - THEN YOU ARE RIGHTEOUS - SNITCHES ARE NOT ALLOWED IN 
THUG LIFE WHICH HAMASAKI IS A TRUE BELIEVER. 

John Hamasaki @HamasakiLaw . Apr 18 

Nice that she took off her white hood for the photo. 

• NACDL @NACDL Apr 18 

A Philly judge has denied every inmate's bid to get out of jail amid the 

coronavirus. Defense lawyers are trying to cut her out of the process. 
@cs...palmer @jeremyroebuck @Phillylnquirer buff.ly/2xzYcZt 

0 C') 

HAMASAKI - I AM MY OWN BEST SYCOPHANT 



@HamasakiLaw Tweets 

John Hamasaki @HamasakiLaw May 6 
f r-

 

- L Police reform is never easy and those who aren't committed need to step 
aside. 

io KTVUO @KTVU May  

Ousted Oakland police chief files claim against city and 'out of control' 
commissioners bitiy/3fppF15 

LEGITIMATE DISSENT WILL NOT BE TOLERATED 



. iwwoo~-

 

OHamasakiLaw Tweets 

John Hamasaki 

Until SFPD incentivizes good work and punishes those 
who harm the community, the culture will never change. 
This has been a sore spot for the Police Commission 
for years. 

Light discipline for police misconduct is the norm in San Francisco - Misslo... 

- i-•i'il':.:l 

"UNTIL SFPD.....PUNISHES THOSE WHO HARM THE COMMUNITY, THE CULTURE WILL 
NEVER CHANGE." This WILL BE USED IN EVERY ARBITRATION OR COURT APPEAL 

MAYBE HAMASAKI WILL RUN ON A LAW AND ORDER CAMPAIGN IN 2024 TO "PUNISH" 
CRIMINALS. CLEARLY THIS WILL CHANGE THE CRIMINAL CULTURE. 



FT1f,i1iRTAiTLYLI 

- 

  

femq that tIt3rnlity. 

   

Neglect Dptn rnndcdrias and Commission 

  

of Duty Ve'eCIOn lead to Case 

   

change. 

 

A Police Co-pritissioner resjantkd positively 

    

and retmeekid racist posts or authored his PC 1 Conduct BMerg a. ratht and hatci Pending Commission ° 

own racist Tweets for all  to see. 

 

Discredit 
dedicated. siis Commission Termination 

Ca. 

   

polfce officers Hearing 

  

Neglect 
Falluic to rastize Ithw 

Commission 

   

at Duty Case truly sniala person he 

 

2020 POLICE COMMISSION CASE REPORT 



@HamasakiLaw Tweets 
Bonus Tweets! 

tT John Harnasaki Retweeted 

11
 George ZomickO 
@gzornick 

NEW from @JessReports @nickrobinsearly: A look at the 
online echo chamber of right-wing police, where wild 
rumors about Antifa spread freely along with other 
misinformation and racist content: 

• Inside The Dangerous Online Fever Swamps Of American Police 
Cops have a far-right media ecosystem of their own, where they post racist 
memes, spread disinformation and call for violence against antifa. 

9 huff post.com 

6:02 AM Jun 17, 2020 - Twitter Web App 

HAMASAKI IS SO BL!P41) TO HIS EXPLICIT BIAS HE ONLY READS SOURCES 
THAT CONFIRM THAT HE IS CORRECT! HAMASAKI HAS A FAR LEFT ECHO 

PLANET BECAUSE A CHAMBER IS TOO SMALL 



@HamasakiLaw Tweets 

Bonus Tweets! .John Hamasaki @HamasakiLaw• Jul 12 
Accurate. 
vox.com/policy-and-poL. via @voxdotcom 

What the police really believe 

Inside the distinctive, largely unknown ideology of American policing 
and how it justifies racist violence. 

-9 vox.com 

ALL LAW ENFORCEMENT IS RACIST. COMMISSIONER DID YOU USTEN TO THE 
HEARING? NO NEED - GUILTY! 

U John Harnasaki Retweeted 

+ bb ipewq 666 + @heavensxgate . Jun 3 

4 Every other basic response: "We stand with our black employees:)" 
Ben & Jerry's: "WE COTTA FUCKIN SMASH WHITE SUPREMACY. FUCK 
THE KKK AND FUCK YOU. BLACK LIVES MATTER. OUR NEW FLAVOR IS 
CALLED FUCK THE POLICE. ITS GOT BLUEBERRIES" 

ç 1.5K ti, 1801,( c9 

Show this thread 

HOW WOULD ANY OFFICER EVER THINK THAT HAMASAKI WAS NOT COMPLETELY 
IMPARTIAL? 



@HamasakiLaw Tweets 
Bonus Tweets! 

John Hamasaki 02 

@HamasakiLaw 

The police unions who have consistently fought even the 
slightest reforms, and fought for the jobs of the most 
racist and violent cops, are not credible partners in this 
fight. This is pure marketing. #DefundThePolice 

Police Unions Unveil Plan to Root Out Racist Cops 
Police unions from San Francisco, San Jose and Los Angeles are unveiling a 
reform agenda to find racist officers among their ranks and "root those 
a2 nbcbayarea.com 

5:40 PM Jun 14, 2020 Twitter Web App 

LAWYERS WHO DEFEND PEDOPHILES, SEXUAL PREDATORS, MURDERS AND 
TERRORISTS ARE NOT CREDIBLE PARTNERS IN THE SEARCH FOR A JUST SOCIETY 

WHERE VICTIMS ARE PUT FIRST ... AGREE? 



@HamasakiLaw Tweets 
Bonus Tweets! 

U John Hamasaki Retweeted 

Joe Eskenazi 
@EskSF 

This is why reports of the POA's demise and irrelevance 

are never entirely accurate. They have lost political sway 

and have been upended at the ballot box repeatedly. 

But they're still enmeshed in the arcana of city 

government and are still making themselves part of the 

process. 

, jair bolsorona @uhshanti Jun 19 

looks like @NormanYeeSF's proposed charter amendment to undo SFPD 
staffing being baked into the city charter, is delayed by negotiations with the 
SFPOA which means we the public may not even be able to reduce staffing in 
2022. 

why the fuck are we still talking to the POA 

Show this thread 

12:52 PM Jun 19, 2020 Twitter Web App 

ANY CHANCE THESE TWEETS WILL BE USED TO SHOW ANIMUS TO EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 
WHEN ARBITRATION MOVES FORWARD? 

U John Hamasaki Retweeted 

. Julián Castro 0 @JuUanCstro . Jun 29 

Police unions should have no role in writing policy on officer conduct or 
discipline. 

9 489 U 74K 2 42.2K 

NO NEED TO HAVE ANYONE INVOLVED WHO ACTUALLY HAS TO TAKE PART IN CARRYING 
OUT THE POLICY 

WAITING FOR HAMASAKI TO ADVOCATE FOR A CIVILIAN REVIEW BOARD FOR ATTORNEYS 
SO THEY ARE NOT GOVERNED BY ATTORNEYS WHO GIVE PASSES TO OTHER ATTORNEYS 



@HamasakiLaw Tweets 
Bonus Tweets! 

U John Hamasaki Retweeted 

Meena Harris 0 @meenaharris Jun 19 

To be clear, Junipero Serra committed genocide. His missions functioned 
as forced labor camps where Indigenous people were enslaved, shackled, 
beaten, and infected with European diseases that killed them by the 
thousands. 

!' Shane Bauer 0 @shane_bauer . Jun 19 

People just toppled the Junipero Serra statue in San Francisco. Serra 

founded the first nine Spanish missions in California. 

Show this thread 

730 1j 31.1K C) 94.4K Ll 

Show this thread 

GLORIFYING MOB RULE - THE WHEELS OF PARTICIPATORY DEMOCRACY WHERE 
DISAGREEMENTS CAN APPEAR IS MUCH TOO SLOW WHEN YOUR BAND OF MERRY SOCIAL 

JUSTICE WARRIORS ARE ANGRY 



@HamasakiLaw Tweets 
Bonus Tweets! 

John Hamasaki 
@HamasakiLaw 

I mean, hey, who didn't own another human being, 

amirite? 

0 Wesley  @WesleyLowery Jun 20 

Lol at the timeline debating in earnest if it's bad to tear down a statue of a guy 
who owned *just one* other human 

Show this thread 

12:16 PM Jun 20, 2020 Twitter Web App 

I Like 

JUSTIFICATION FOR TEARING DOWN ULYSSES S GRANT STATUE - NOW COMMISSIONER 
HAMASAKI WILL ADVOCATE FOR GHANDI TO COME DOWN BY THE FERRY BUILDING 

ONCE A RACIST ALWAYS A RACIST 
HTrPSI/WWWi4PR0RG120191101021766083651/GANDHWS-DEEPLY-REVERED-BUT-HIS-

 

ATInUDES-ON-RACE-AND-SEX-ARE-UNDER-SCRUTINY 

_4901h, 
John Hamasaki @HamasakiLaw Jul 21 

Your Republican Party. 

Aaron Blake 0 @AaronBlake Jul 21 

Rep. Ted Yoho (R-Fla.) reportedly got into a confrontation with AOC, in 
which he called her "disgusting" and concluded by saying, "Fucking 
bitch." 

thehill.com/homenews/house.. 

0 U LVJ L J 

OUR POLICE COMMISSIONER- REFER TO HIS MULTIPLE N-WORD TWEETS AND SPECIFICALLY THE 
RETWEEIS OF "WTCH ASS NISAS" TWICE ON 07-25-2019 



@HamasakiLaw Tweets 
Bonus Tweets! 

John Hamasaki @HamasakiLaw Jun 9 

"-Alll 
The reason criminal defense attorneys and public defenders play such an 
important role in police reform is that we see these types of statements 
every single day. We are trained to question every single word and accept 
nothing as truth just b/c police say it. 

SO HE WONDERS WHY AN OFFICER WOULD RESIGN BEFORE HE HEARS A CASE WITH TWO ANTI-
POLICE DEFENSE ATTORNEYS AND A TAG ALONG WEIGHING THE CASE? 

fl. John Hamasaki Retweetod 

, Michael Barba 0 ©mdbarba Jun 5 

MW New records show officer involved in shooting death of Luis Gongora-Pat 
quit SFPD while facing possible suspension, joined Antioch PD. 

"Anytime anybody gets in real trouble in discipline, they resign and they 
leave," says @HamasakiLaw on the issue 

SF officer involved in shooting death of homeless man quit while faci... 

An officer who faced discipline for nee escalating a 
confrontation that led to the police shooting of a homeless Mexican 

9 sfexaminer.com 

AGREED THIS SOMETIMES HAPPENS, BUT IT COULD ALSO BE BECAUSE OF SOME 
COMMISSIONERS' STATEMENTS IN PUBLIC AND SOCIAL MEDIA THAT GIVE NO 

CREDIBILITY TO DUE PROCESS AND FAIRNESS - I AM SURE YOU READ THE WHOLE 
CASE BEFORE THE COMMENT THOUGH 



@HamasakiLaw Tweets 
Bonus Tweets! 

John Hamasaki @HamasakiLaw Jun 23 
Pathetic. NYPD using fireworks to continue their campaign of harassment 
against Black and Brown communities. 

( Dean Meminger @oeanMeminger Jul 1, 2015 

Don't get arrested. #nypd says it'll have task force out looking 4 illegal 
fireworks. Hidden cameras going up. @nyl 

9 U2 cj2 LIJ 

THE RESIDENTS OF THE MISSION, BERNAL HEIGHTS, BAYVIEW EXCELSIOR AND 
OCEANVIEW WANT TO THANK YOU FOR ALLOWING ILLEGAL FIREWORKS IN THE NAME OF 

QUASHING WHITE SUPREMACY! 
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